
FROM PEGGY HOUSE >> 2006 12 10 

 

Peggy House Speaks in 2007 12 10:  Hi Stan:  Reading "the 

shuffler" re acquiring points, no one will ever match the 

achievement of the legendary Mae Hall of St. Petersburg who 

accumulated over 2000 points in her shuffling career.  This 

was done when you had to lag for colour before starting the 

match and play that colour throughout the match!  Ask Mary 

Eldridge about those days!  If you lost the lag, you had to 

play that much smarter to win and you earned it!  Happy 

Holidays!   Peggy House  

  

P.S.  My biggest thrill outside of winning the Masters was 

beating Mae and her partner Bob Litts in the President,s 

Mixed Doubles the first year I played Pro with Charlie 

Madalone 

 

 

FROM EARL BALL ON MAE HALL 2006 12 13 

Hi Stan: The record shows that Mae Hall finished with 2224 

points, the only women to have at least 1000 points!  The 

record shows that she won the "Masters" 15 times.  I don't 

think many people have played 15 "Masters".  Mary Eldridge 

told me Mae was at the top of her game for 35 

years.  Certainly, Mary (Eldridge) or maybe Jane O'Bird 

would be best able to tell you about her.  The points 

records were originally put together by Col. Peter Cleary 

Bullard in the early 50's and he tried to go back to 

1928.  That alone tells you that many different types of 

tournaments were probably used to tabulate the points and 

probably didn't just include what we know as State 

tournaments.  Different numbers of points were awarded 

depending on the importance of the tournament.  Glen Peltier 

told me that when the point system started the top players 

were asked how many points they thought they had accumlated 

and they were given those points as a beginning piont.  No 

matter I'm certain Mae Hall was an outstanding player. 

Earl (Ball)  

 

Stan speaking to Jane (O’Bird) Hi Jane: You once told me 

that I spent too much of my time on Male Shufflers and not 

enough on Women!!!   My reason for wanting information is 

that I would like to do a story on one Mae Hall.  Sounds 

like she was a fantastic shuffler. Any and all info. you can 

send me will be very much appreciated!!!  (Do you know if 

she is alive??  Do you know if perhaps she has e-mail?) I 



have e-mailed Mary Eldridge but she has not yet responded. 

sent to Jane 2006 12 13.  

 

RX DOROTHY WAGASKI 2006 12 13:  Thanks for the note, nothing 

that I have at home, will check down at the  Rec Center, the 

gal that really knows about her will be Mary (Eldridge); I 

do remember seeing her in the late 80's at St. Pete, but I 

don't think she was playing, she had stopped by to watch and 

everyone ran to her and hug, I really didn't know how great 

a player she had been. She played in most all the tourneys 

in her day. Very pretty gal. 

 

Jane O’Bird Replies: Hi Stan, Mae passed away. Mary 

would have a lot of her info I'm sure. Andre Huot has all my 

Previews (1950 - 2005). I tied Mae's record 19-2 and I was the 

only one who could prove it. Mae thought I even beat her 

record of 18-3. She called me that night Stan. I do have some 

of her Master years which I will send you tomorrow. Thanks for 

e-mailing me. Mary should answer you. Love, Jane-O 

 

Mary Eldridge Speaks: Peggy House is correct in saying that 

we had to shoot for color before the first game and stay on 

the chosen color throughout the match. Read the rules in the 

old Previews.  If you wanted to have a shuffleboard career 

in those days you had to be able to play the court no matter 

which color you were stuck with.   

Plus there were no points given for consolation 

placements. As to the tournaments, there were no "split 

tournaments" where you could choose the tournament you 

thought would have the weakest turnout and you would have 

the best chance of picking up some points. You had to play 

the top players in every tournament (singles and doubles) 

and if you could play then you would win your share of 

points. There were also no "sit down" singles. Players of 

all ages all the way up into the 80s had to walk to win in 

singles. If you couldn't play walking singles then you were 

done with singles and you focused on doubles. Neither the 

"pro" ("expert") or amateur game was changed to accommodate 

player's declining capabilities. That helped maintain the 

integrity of the game and the records because shuffleboard 

was conducted as a sport.  

Mae Hall (from Mary Eldridge 2006 12 15)  

Mae Hall would have been an exceptional player in any era. 

She had a remarkable ability to adapt to any court 

conditions and to do it quickly. That was one reason for her 

2200 plus points. Other reasons were her fiery determination 



to win and the fact that she played about 30 years in the 

"expert" division and played just about every scheduled 

tournament!!  It goes without saying that she was also a 

very intelligent player. I was very fortunate to have played 

partners with Mae for several years. The first doubles 

tournament I won first-place in was the National Doubles 

with Mae.  One thing I always appreciated about Mae was that 

she was a "good sport" - win or lose. You could never have a 

better partner and you could always count on Mae to give it 

everything she had - which was considerable. I learned a lot 

about the game from Mae.  The grandstands were usually full 

to overflowing with knowledgeable spectators when Mae was 

playing and when she finished the stands emptied quickly.  

Shuffleboard was "King" in those days and Mae Hall was the 

"Queen". Tournament results and proceedings were in the 

sports pages every week and Mae was often on the front page. 

Players took a lot of pride in winning championships and it 

meant something to be the Florida State Singles Champion or 

the President's Trophy Champion or to be the champion of any 

tournament. Players accumulated their points the old-

fashioned way - they earned every single one of them. Not a 

bad way to get your points. 

Mary Eldridge 

 

 

 

  


